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1. Introduction 

Storia (which is the italian word for “Story”) is a WordPress theme explicitly 

crafted for who loves to write, to tell stories, to share something.  

Black and white, with some grey here and there, the theme is created and 

designed for a writing and reading experience that sees words and stories as 

the main protagonists, no matter what.  

2. Installing WordPress 

WordPress is known, among the other things, for its 5 minutes installation. You can 

follow this link to see and understand this simple process.  

3. Installing Storia 

Storia can be installed just like any WordPress theme.  

Log in into your admin panel, then choose Appearance > Themes. Select Add 

new, then browse your computer and select the zip file named storia_theme.zip 

(so you first have to unzip the main file you downloaded from ThemeForest. 

There you’ll find this documentation and the installable zip file). 

4. The Must Read Box 

There’s a special place in the homepage called The Must Read Box. It’s a showcase 

used to highlight up to three posts of a certain category.  

https://codex.wordpress.org/Installing_WordPress


It automatically find the latest posts from a selected category, so you won’t have 

to worry about managing it.  

It can be activated and set using the Theme Customizer (see 5.3). 



5. The Theme Customizer 

Storia offers a lot of customization options. You can manage them by clicking 

Customize in your admin bar (you must be logged in to see it).  

5.1 The Theme Customizer - General Settings 

Here you have access to some of the general settings for the theme.   

1. Custom Logo 
Here you can upload your logo, using the 

WordPress Image Uploader. 

2. Custom CSS 
If you want to edit the default styles of 

Storia, this is where you can place your 

custom CSS code. 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5.2 The Theme Customizer - Layout 

Here you can choose between various layout for the different parts of the theme. 

  

1. Homepage Layout 
The layout for your Homepage. You can 

choose between Right Sidebar and Left 

Sidebar. 

2. Post Layout 
The layout for your posts. You can choose 

between Full Width (no Sidebar), Right 

Sidebar and Left Sidebar. 

3. Page Layout 
The layout for your pages. You can choose 

between Full Width (no Sidebar), Right 

Sidebar and Left Sidebar. 

4. Archive Layout 
The layout for your Archive pages. You can choose between Right Sidebar and 

Left Sidebar. 
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5.3 The Theme Customizer - The Must Read Box 

Here you can control The Must Read Box.  

1. Show The Must Read Box 
Select if you want to show The Must Read 

Box in your site.  
 

2. Select a category 
The category you want to show posts from.  
(Note: you won’t see empty categories here) 

3. Number of posts to show 
From 1 and up to 3, this is the number of 

posts you want to show in The Must Read 

Box. 

5.4 The Theme Customizer - Footer 

Here you can find some footer options.  

1. Number of columns 
The number of columns you want to see in 

your footer. Up to four.  

2. Copyright Text 
Some text, basic HTML included, that will 

appear in the very bottom of your site.   
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6. Post and page options 

While creating a new post or page, this theme allows you to select a specific 

layout for each one, that will override the option set in the Theme Customizer - 

Layout (see 5.2).  

 

6.1 Post Options  

1. Post Layout 
Here you can choose between 

three layouts for your post: Full 

Width (No Sidebar), Right 

Sidebar, Left Sidebar. 
Default will maintain the option 

you chose in the Theme 

Customizer. 

2. Must Read Box 
This is an optional text description 

that will appear in The Must Read Box, on mouseover on this post.  

6.2 Page Templates 

You can choose between three different templates for every page: Full Width (No 

Sidebar), Right Sidebar, Left Sidebar. Default Template will maintain the option 

you chose in the Theme Customizer.  
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7. Widgets 

Storia contains two brand new widgets crafted by emana.design.  
The first one, About Me, allows you to select a user (an administrator) from your 

WordPress database and show its informations (photo, description, social links) 

in a handy widget.  
The second one, Latest Posts, allows you to show the posts you wrote, filtering 

them by date, authors, categories, tags, ordering them by comments, and so on 

(see 8.2 for details).  

7.1 Widget - About Me 

This widget allows you to select a user and to show its informations - photo, 

description, social links.  

 

1. Title of your widget. 

2. The user 
Select a user to retrieve 

informations from. Must be an 

administrator.  

3. Include links 
Choose if you want to include 

links (email, url…) in your widget. 
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7.2 Widget - Latest Posts 

This widget will show a list of posts, and allows you to filter and order them in 

many ways.  

 

1. Title of your widget.  

2. Number of posts you want to show. 

3. Order by date, title, number of 

comments, ID.  

4. Order 
Descending or ascending.  

5. Time Period 
You can choose between All Posts, Last 

Day, Last Week, Last Month, Last 6 

Months, Last Year.  

6. Ignore sticky posts 
If selected, sticky posts will not 

necessarily be on top.  

7. Categories you want to include.  

8. Exclude categories. 

9. Tags you want to include (IDs 

separated by commas). 

10. Tags you want to exclude (IDs 

separated by commas). 

11. Author(s) 
If you want to limit post by author(s). 

12. Exclude current post. 

13. Show title. 

14. Show author. 

15. Show date. 

16. Show comments. 
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8. Sidebar Positions 

The theme has a total of 9 sidebar positions.  

1. Home Sidebar: the sidebar you’ll see in your homepage; 

2. Slide Menu Sidebar: this is a sidebar position placed just under the main 

menu; 

3. Post Sidebar: the sidebar in your posts; 

4. Page Sidebar: the sidebar in your pages; 

5. Archive Sidebar: the sidebar in archive pages (category, tag, author, date…); 

6. Footer #1; 

7. Footer #2; 

8. Footer #3; 

9. Footer #4. 

9. Languages 

Storia is written in english and it already integrates an italian translation.  

However, the theme is ready for localization: we included the .pot file needed to 

translate the theme. You’ll find it into storia/languages.  

10. Child Themes 

Storia integrates the support for child themes. 
To create a child theme based on Storia, you have just to follow WordPress best 

practices for child themes.  

See the Codex for more informations. 

https://codex.wordpress.org/Child_Themes


11. Frequently Asked Questions 

What is Storia? 

Storia is a WordPress theme created for the ones who tell stories and like to 

write. It is focused on readability and it aims to offer a nice writing and reading 

experience.  

I don’t know how to install this theme.  

First of all, unzip the main file you downloaded from ThemeForest. There, you’ll 

find two files: this pdf, and storia_theme.zip. Go into your WordPress admin panel, 

choose Appearance > Themes, and select Add new. Then, browse your computer 

to find the installable storia_theme.zip. Confirm, and WordPress will do the rest.  

 I installed it, but it’s not like the demo. For example, there 

isn’t that big box on top with three posts. 

That’s called The Must Read Box.  
You can enable it by using the Customizer     (you’ll find this button 

on the admin bar). There, choose the third option (Storia: The Must Read Box) 

and enable the Must Read Box (see 5.3 of this documentation).  



I enabled it but it doesn’t show anything.  

You have first to select a category you want to show posts from. You can do it in 

the Customizer.  

Some categories are not showing up in the list. Why? 

The Must Read Box only accepts non-empty categories. So you’ll see only the 

categories with at least one post.  

In the demo I see a description for each post, in the Must Read 

Box. How can I add it? 

In your admin panel, while you’re writing the post, 

scroll down until the end of the page. There you’ll 

find a textarea that lets you insert a short 

description for that specific post. 

Save your post and you’ll see the description in the Must Read Box.  

Note: that description won’t be showed anywhere 

else in the theme.  

My posts show no image in the Must 

Read Box. 

You have to set a Featured Image for each post you 

want to show in the Must Read Box. This is a core 

WordPress function, and you’ll find the option in 

the bottom-right corner of your post edit page. 



How many post can I show in the Must Read Box? 

Up to three. You can set it in the Theme Customizer (see 5.3 of this 

documentation). 

What about that big image I see in the loop, above the title of 

each post? 

As for the Must Read Box, that is the Featured Image of the post. 

Why can’t I see this author box in my posts?  

To see this author box you must have set a description in your profile.  



In the WordPress Admin Panel, go to Users > Your Profile: there, write something 

in the Biographical Info section. 

I see this nice post column in the demo. 

What is it? 

This is one of the two widgets included with Storia. You 

will find it in your widget section (Admin Panel > 

Appearance > Widgets). 

This widget is called Storia: Latest Posts, and you can 

activate it like every normal widget: just drag it into 

one of the sidebar positions.  

You’ll find several customization options. See 7.2 of this 

documentation to know more about it.  

 

What about this About Me section? 

This is the other widget integrated in Storia. You will find 

it in your widget section (Admin Panel > Appearance > 

Widgets). 

This widget is called Storia: About Me, and it allows you to 

select an administrator to retrieve informations from. See 

7.1 of this documentation to know more about it.  

How many layouts does Storia support? 

The theme supports two different layouts for the homepage and the archive 

pages (category, tag, search results…) and three layouts for posts and pages.  

For the homepage and the archive pages, we have a Right Sidebar and a Left 

Sidebar layout. You can choose between them in the Theme Customizer, in the 

Storia: Layout section (see 5.2 of this documentation to know more about it). 



Posts and pages support three different layouts: a full width one, without 

sidebar; a right sidebar layout and a left sidebar layout.  

As for the homepage and archive pages, you can use the Theme Customizer to 

set the general rule for posts and page, but you also can specify the layout for 

every single post and every single page.   

For posts: you have to edit the desired 

post from your admin panel. There, scroll 

until the end of the page, and you’ll see 

an option that allows you to set the 

layout for that post.  

For pages: like posts, you have to go to 

edit a page. On the right column, under 

“Template”, you’ll see an option that 

allows you to set the layout for that page. 

 

I can’t find the main menu.  

You’ll find the main menu of Storia by clicking in the menu 

icon on the top bar. It’s a slide box that will open from the 

right. It also includes a sidebar position just under the 

main menu (look for Slide Menu Sidebar in your widgets 

panel).  

I want to customize the footer. What can I do with it? 

The footer of Storia allows for a maximum of four sidebars. You can set the 

number in the Theme Customizer (see 5.4 of this documentation to know more 

about it).  



You’ll find those sidebars in the widget area in your admin panel (named Footer 

#1, Footer #2, Footer #3 and Footer #4).  

You can also write a text to show in the bottom section of the footer: do to that, 

just fill the “Copyright text” input box in the Theme Customizer.  

You can add some base html tags for links.  

Any other questions? 

If something still isn’t clear about Storia, you can write a comment in the item 

page on ThemeForest and I’ll get back to you in a few hours.  

https://themeforest.net/item/storia-a-wordpress-theme-for-writers-bloggers-storytellers/19220529
https://themeforest.net/item/storia-a-wordpress-theme-for-writers-bloggers-storytellers/19220529

